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Introduction 
 
1. We are in the portion of our “Why We Gather” teaching series that focuses on caring for others 

through social transformation. We have already covered a lot of ground in this segment beginning 
with a theology of “the sacredness of difference” and understanding of disability as a difference. 
We discussed mass incarceration in the United States as a social scourge in the tragically 
repeated pattern of Jim Crow Laws before that, peonage and share cropping before that, and 
institutional chattel slavery (or whole ownership of a human being) before that. Last week we 
worked on untangling how race and privilege work in our time. And today, the Christ follower’s 
relationships with other faith traditions.  
 

2. I have long called today’s topic “the sleeper” topic hidden behind the heated debates about how 
our faith intersects with politics, race, and human sexuality. (We are going to look at human 
sexuality next week, by the way). But, I no longer consider today’s topic a hidden topic because of 
the recent spike of violence and human rights violations against people simply because of their 
culture and religion. This last Monday there was a bomb threat at the St Paul Jewish Community 
Center alongside 11 other bomb threats on Jewish centers nationally.1 Islam is the most targeted 
where nationally and in Minnesota where Islamic American citizens have been threatened at 
Viking’s football games, cursed in Home Depot parking lots, hit in the side of the head with a beer 
mug at an Applebee’s restaurant, bullied in K-12 schools and universities, and grossly 
mischaracterized by our current president and parts of the media as well.   
 
Most shocking of all is that some Christians and some Christian leaders have been instigators of 
this violence. They have completely forgotten that their freedom to believe and gather to worship 
God as they do exists today because at key junctures in western society as a whole and American 
society in specific, their human rights were protected even though their beliefs about God were 
very different than the dominant religious culture at the time. 
 

3. This sermon is not a sermon about religious freedom, though. This is a teaching about religious 
relationships and how healthy relationships of friendship and learning across religious traditions 
can transform our common life together into a more just and life giving exchange about God and 
the meaning of the human experience. The two essential perspectives that help us nurture such 
healthy relationships are this: 
 

• First: Recognize the important difference between being a Christ follower and the many 
practices and versions of Christian religion. And, with humility accept the opportunities and 
limitations of our specific version of Christian religion.  

                                                
1 http://www.startribune.com/st-paul-jewish-community-center-evacuated-after-bomb-threat/414257263/ (accessed 2-25-
17) 
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• Second: Recognize the importance of differentiating between the varieties and layers of 

other people’s faith and their religious traditions. And, with humility honoring the 
sacredness of difference between us by investing in friendship and learning from one 
another.  

  
4. Today’s Scripture is from the Hebrew portion of the Bible, Psalm 119. Psalm 119 is a shared holy 

text with the Jewish tradition, and is like a religious relationships safety pamphlet. Many scholars 
consider Psalm 119 a “wisdom psalm” because it reads much like other Hebrew wisdom literature 
in Scripture. It is the longest Psalm, longest chapter in the Bible, and is organized as an alphabetic 
acrostic poem with eight verses per letter. So, if it was an English alphabetic acrostic poem the 
first eight verse section would begin with some word that started with the letter “A” and the second 
eight verse section with the letter “B,” and so on. 
 
Biblical Hebrew (which is different than modern Hebrew) has twenty-three letters and today’s text 
is the eight lines from “Chet,” the eighth letter of the Hebrew alphabet: 

 

 
 

“Chet” 
 

“You are my portion, O LORD; I have promised to obey your words. I have sought your face 
with all my heart; be gracious to me according to your promise.  
 
I have considered my ways and have turned my steps to your statutes. I will hasten and not 
delay to obey your commands. Though the wicked bind me with ropes, I will not forget your 
law. At midnight I rise to give you thanks for your righteous laws.  
 
I am a friend to all who fear you, to all who follow your precepts. The earth is filled with your 
love, O LORD; teach me your decrees.” 

 
Psalm 119:57-64 

NIV Translation © 1984 
 
Let’s talk about this Scripture in terms of our first perspective: recognizing the difference between 
being a Christ follower and Christian religion, and why it is important to humbly embrace the 
opportunities and limitations of our specific version of Christian religion. 
 
A. The Opportunities and Limitations of Our Christian Religion 
 
1. Psalm 119:57-64 speaks of personal total commitment to God and the ways of God as we 

understand them and need to continue to learn about them. I love the warm relationship language 
the psalmist uses in these verses: “You are my portion, O Lord…I have sought your face with all 
my heart...be gracious to me…at midnight I rise to give thanks….The earth is filled with your love, 
O Lord, teach me your decrees.” 
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2. These words echo two very important and linked texts between Judaism and Christianity. In 
Judaism it is known as “The Shama” found in the Hebrew text Deuteronomy 6:4-5 

 
“Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. Love the LORD your God with all your 
heart and with all your soul and with all your strength.” 

Deuteronomy 6:4-5 
NIV Translation © 2012 

 
In the New Testament of the Bible, Jesus referred to this passage as well as another selection 
from the book of Leviticus2 when he said… 

 
“‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.’ This 
is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as 
yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments.” 

Matthew 22:36-40 
NIV Translation © 2012 

 
3. In Christianity, Jesus is our center point, and these verses of Jesus are the main frame or chassis 

upon which all others are to be built. Kind of like the chassis of a car. Unwittingly, and just like we 
think of cars, all faith traditions forget to hold their original chassis in high esteem and, instead, 
devote more time and attention on their preferred engine, appointments, and accessories. We 
focus on how many cylinders our engines have, what kind of rims and tires, and the external body 
work helps us articulate our institutional brand. Also, the interior appointments of theological 
determinations, statements and dogma, typically described in great detail in a thick manual placed 
in the glove compartment that no one reads until something doesn’t work or in an emergency. Oh, 
and, we can’t forget the theo-political bumper stickers such as “I vote the Bible.” “Uh, what part, 
which tradition, and what’s really your point?,” my mind always screams when I see such things.  
 
The way some aggressively drive their cars thinking they were the only ones on the road is not too 
different than what is inferred in theo-political bumper stickers…that the driver, coming from one 
specific Christian religious tradition, thinks their tradition is the only one that represents and 
therefore is the exclusive vanguard of the Creator of all things. This is a dangerous and false 
assumption (and kind of silly, too, when you think about it) because there is a huge difference 
between being a Christ follower and the machinations of Christian religion. Christian religion is a 
2,000 year old faith system. And faith systems, like cars, are created by people to help move 
people toward God and navigate the human experience. The longer a faith system exists, the 
more makes and models of cars become available depending upon the collective wisdom of future 
generations of car engineers and manufacturers studying their original design manuals. World 
religions began with very few manufacturers. However, generations upon generations of religious 
thought has resulted in what we have today: dozens of makes and models. 

 
4. This is the tree of Christian religion produced by the Covenant Church, the family of Churches that 

we are a part of: 

                                                
2 Leviticus 19:18 
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Christian religion grew out of Judaism and then, over time split into many different variations that 
we call “Eastern Orthodox,” “Roman Catholic” and “Protestant.” And Protestantism split into 
multiple sub groups called “Anglican,” Reformed,” and “Lutheran,” the line that the Covenant came 
out of. 

 

 
5. The Covenant flows out of the pietistic tradition that immigrated to the United States in the late 

1,800s with this church building being one of the home bases for its growth. We can love the 
Covenant for its strengths and weaknesses, but it is essential that we, with humility, accept the 
limitations of faith systems in general, and our Christian religious system in specific. It is only one 
piece of the Christian puzzle.  
 
Looking to the Jewish tradition for further insight into this, and for a similar kind of humility in the 
way Christians and other traditions can hold their exclusivity claims while learning from other 
religious traditions…it was the late Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, a powerful figure in Judaism 
who worked tirelessly to improve learning and dialogue between Christianity and Judaism, who 
wrote in an essay titled “No Religion is an Island”:3  
 

“We must preserve our individuality as well as foster care for one another, reverence, 
understanding, cooperation…Religion is a means, not an end. It becomes idolatrous when 

                                                
3 Abraham Joshua Heschel, No Religion is an Island, 240, 243. 
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regarded as an end in itself. Over and above all beings stands the Creator and Lord of history, 
He who transcends all. To equate God and religion is idolatry.” 

 
6. Wise and instructive words. But, what does that look like today? It looks like twenty two Muslim 

organizations and Mosques seeing the spate of recent Jewish Center bomb threats and taking out 
a half page ad on Friday in the Star Tribune4… 
 

 
 
…that said in part, “Dear Friends, on behalf of the Muslim community in the Twin Cities, we 
extend our sincere sympathies over the cowardly acts of hate, criminal vandalism, and bomb 
threats that recently afflicted our Jewish Friends and neighbors…these acts of hate are not only 
against the Jewish Community, but against all people…We stand together with you in these 
difficult and challenging times.”  
  

7. First Covenant participated in a similar kind of letter with the Downtown Minneapolis 
Congregations in the past regarding violence against our Muslim neighbors because Rabbi 
Joshua Heschel’s wisdom is true for Christians toward others religions as well. The space where 
this kind of work is done best is in what some call the “vast middle” a phrase coined by author and 
journalist Krista Tippett who once wrote: (and I have shared this in previous sermons in this series 
because it is so important) 

  
“I spend my days probing beneath the surfaces of stridency and the headlines of violence. I’m 
drawn to the contours and depths of what I call ‘the vast middle’…between the poles of 
competing certainties that have hijacked our cultural discourse. In the vast middle, faith is as 
much about questions as it is about answers. It is possible to be a believer and a listener at the 
same time, to be both fervent and searching, to honor the truth of one’s own convictions and 
the mystery of the convictions of others.” 5  

 
8. Within of our church’s denomination, the Evangelical Covenant Church, many find the “vast 

middle” compelling. The word “Evangelical” in our denomination’s title has become misleading if 
                                                
4 http://www.startribune.com/in-large-ad-muslims-in-twin-cities-send-prayers-to-jews-affected-by-bomb-
threats/414719323/ (accessed 2-25-17) 
5 Krista Tippett, Speaking of Faith, Page 2-3. 
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for no other reason than it is impossible to know what the term means in contemporary America. 
Hateful, xenophobic, homophobic, and sometimes racist evangelical voices have drowned out the 
humble ones, and extreme fundamentalism has cast a long shadow across evangelicalism that 
few can crawl out from under.  
 
Historically, the Covenant family of churches has resisted the extreme edges of the Christian faith 
and has attempted to live thoughtfully with others. In 1885, at the founding organizational meeting 
of the Covenant, the sermon preached before the vote to organize focused on Psalm 119:63 “I am 
a friend to all who fear you.” At the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893 there were some Christians 
protesting the Parliament of World Religions as the “hand tool of Satan.”  The Covenant saw no 
reason for such dualities and participated in the Parliament and presented a paper introducing 
itself to the myriad of other world religions. 
 

9. Pointing again to today’s Scripture, the Psalmist writer of today’s text calls all believers in God to 
urgently and thoughtfully focus on the ways of God regardless of the actions of others “who would 
bind us with ropes.” And, it is essential to point out that every religious tradition has camps of the 
wicked that seek to “bind us with ropes.” 
 
Of the Abrahamic traditions (which comprise more than fifty percent of the world’s population): 
Christianity has fundamentalism. Islam has radicalization. Judaism has Haredi (charadeee) 
fundamentalism. I have taken time to learn from leaders of local synagogues and mosques about 
these extremes where we discussed how the dogmatic edges of our faith are typically unwilling to 
bend, or unwilling to honor the spectrum of beliefs in our own traditions. Furthermore, the extreme 
edges of our faith are consistently aggressive toward other faith traditions. 

 
10. Sadly, and in some surprising ways, American Evangelicalism that may have been known for 

more moderate postures in the past, has bound itself to parts of the Christian fundamentalist 
movement to its own peril. Increasing amount of Christ followers are stepping away. Some have 
stepped away from Christian religion entirely. Others are simply choosing to leave behind the 20th 
century term “evangelical” that is rife with misapplication in favor of choosing to emphasize the life, 
ethics, and teachings of Jesus, which is our center point, and the chassis of our faith. And, from 
that Jesus reference point, then moving toward a better understanding of healthy relationships in 
our common life in society where we both honor the truth of our convictions and the mystery of the 
convictions of others.  
 

B. The Importance of Friendship and Learning with people of other Faith Traditions 
 
1. Samir Selmanovic is a Christian author who wrote the book, It’s really all about God: How Islam, 

Atheism, And Judaism made me a better Christian.  
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In his book Samir describes his faith journey like a piece of fabric woven through the narrative of 
his life and interaction with the religions that surround him. He describes the moment where 
intimacy with God began: “…sitting on a [park bench] between two worlds, something happened 
not unlike my first kiss with my first [human] love. Instead of facing my fears of making my heart 
vulnerable to the mystery of a woman, I faced my fears of making my life vulnerable to the 
mystery of God.”6 Samir experienced the profound beauty of spiritual awakening to Christ who 
became less of a historical figure for him to study and more of a living presence within his soul. 

 
2. Much of Samir’s book, though, compares and contrasts the intimacy and wideness of the love he 

found in Christ and the incredible struggle between religions, particularly the struggle between the 
monotheistic religions of Christianity, Islam and Judaism. He points out the ways our faith 
traditions ‘over-own’ God. The greatest evidence of such behaviors is our attempts at supremacy 
and control of each other which does incredible damage to our relationships and violence to 
society as a whole. Samir asks: “We are scared of finding our God in the other. Why do we fear 
something so wonderful?”7 
 

3. This Christian sentiment is grounded in the Christian theology of incarnation. The mystery of 
Christ as incarnation, the appearance of God as a person, repositioned God in the human and 
material world, and not just part of that world. Christian thinker Richard Rohr makes an excellent 
point about Inacrnationalism when he said it: 
 

“…is Christianity’s only completely unique message….this is what distinguishes us from all 
other religions…and for the most part, we don’t live it….but rather have chosen common 
variety top-down religion that often creates very passive…passive-dependent and passive-
aggressive Christians”8  

 
4. Jesus loved and respected people of other faiths even as he was the pivot point from one faith to 

a new faith tradition. In Christianity we believe that Jesus Christ, the incarnate Word, is the Son of 
God, the Savior of the world, the way and the truth and the life. In every case Jesus made that 
abundantly clear and yet he made his appeal to people on the basis of an embodied invitation and 
a servant oriented healing narrative, not theocratic coercion, superiority and dominance. He taught 
his disciples to lead in all things (whether in work or sharing faith)…to lead in all things with love, 
servanthood, justice, kindness and compassion.  
 

                                                
6 Samir Selmanovic, It’s Really All About God, Page 96. 
7 Idib. Page 5. 
8 Richard Rohr. Paraphrased and Adapted from Things Hidden: Scripture as Spirituality, p. 121 
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5. But, what about the Christians of today who are religious bullies? What about prominent Christian 
who fear monger and promote violence, even carry guns and say from prominent pulpits that we 
“need to shoot Muslims before they shoot us.”9 It is essential that we call out all such rhetoric for 
what it is: Non-Christian sentiment and a betrayal of Christ in every way. And, because all of us 
carry fear and discrimination in our hearts to various degrees it is necessary that we also search 
deep within ourselves and wrestle with our own prejudices that keep us from friendship and 
learning from others.  
 

6. Psalm 119:63-64 says: 
 

“I am a friend to all who fear you, to all who follow your precepts. The earth is filled with your 
love, O LORD; teach me your decrees.” 

 
Psalm 119:63-64 

NIV Translation © 1984 
 

This is it. This is heart of friendship and learning across religious traditions. “I am a friend to all 
who fear you” says that we see people from other religious traditinos as fellow sojourners first and 
foremost before the larger categories of their traditions that all have trouble spots a does our own. 
And, in that vast and generous middle space we are invited to walk a different path. A path of 
friendship where our understanding of each other and God can be enlarged. 

 
Conclusion 
 
1. Aristotle was a Western Greek philosopher who lived 384-322 before Christ. Aristotle’s thinking 

has had a profound influence on the monotheistic traditions. He claimed that all friendships are 
based upon at least one of three reasons: goodness, pleasure, and advantage.10 We pursue the 
friendship of others if we feel that they are good and will bring goodness to our lives. We pursue 
friendship with others if they bring us pleasure when we spend time together. And friendships 
have staying power if in some way we gain advantage by being friends.  
 
The key to successful friendships is in the balance of shared reasons. So, equal goodness, equal 
pleasure, and equal advantage. Also critical to Aristotle’s thinking is what holds friendship together 
in all forms. He believed the glue of all friendships is the central notion that “a genuine friend is 
someone who likes or loves another person for the sake of the other person.” 

 
2. In the spirit of the car illustration, “this is where the rubber meets the road.” And, where we all 

have to ask important questions such as:  
 

• “Do I know someone of another faith and could I call them a friend?” 
 

• “Have I learned enough about the complexity and layers of world religions to be able to 
speak intelligently into modern conflicts and misunderstanding such that I can help protect 
the sacredness of those having violence done against them?” 
 

                                                
9 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2015/12/05/liberty-university-president-if-more-good-people-had-
concealed-guns-we-could-end-those-muslims/?utm_term=.6418dc550f80 (accessed 2-18-17) 
10 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-ethics/ (accessed 2-18-12) 
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• “What am I learning about God from my friends in other religious traditions and how they 
understand God that informs my Christian faith?” 
 

3. These are some of the questions I ask myself often and find myself all over the map in my 
journey. I remember when I was first getting involved in the multi-faith downtown senior clergy 
network that works on peace making across traditions as well as common good initiatives such as 
street homelessness. I spoke at a forum where I introduced myself as a back slidden Jew 
(because, technically I am fully Jewish from my mother’s side of the family), a non-practicing 
Catholic (because some Roman Catholic leaders consider the Protestant movement a non-
conforming sect of Roman Catholicism) and an infidel to the Muslim faith.    

 
My friend, Hamdy El-Sawaf, the Imam of Egyptian descent at Masjid Al-Iman in Northeast 
Minneapolis, spoke after me and gently corrected me in front of the crowd saying that I was not an 
infidel, but rather a believer and that it is essential that we connect to one another based upon are 
starting points of commonality in favor of our most obvious points of departure. So well said! I 
have never forgotten that correction and wisdom.  

 
4. In my recent sermon on the sacredness of difference and disability as a difference I began with an 

illustration about my five-year conversion to being a multi-modal bicycle commuter.  
 

 
 

You may remember seeing me dressed up in my gear looking like I am delivering your lunch 
order, with the larger point being that we awaken to the sacredness of difference over time. And, 
even when we have sudden awakenings, it takes time to learn what it means and how we can 
advocate for broader social transformations in our common life. This is as true in the conversation 
about relationships with other faith traditions as it is for any other human difference. The most 
important point is that we begin the journey of awakening to others and choose to stay on it even 
when it is imperfect, confusing, messy, and sometimes just down right uncomfortable.  

 
For those who remain on the path—the presence of God will lead us into increasing joy and incredible 
freedom as our knowledge and experience of God and other is enlarged.  

 
Prayer 
 
God of all and in all—help us to live our religious lives with more humility and a sense of the 
sacredness of all that you have made, even as we continue to create more and more differences and 
variations between us. Jesus Christ, our incarnate Savior, help us to embody your grace and truth 
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and keep the main thing the main thing in our faith. Holy Spirit, give us the wisdom we need in our 
common life with others such that we bring social transformation that is like God’s kingdom of love 
come to earth. In Jesus’ name. Amen. 
 
Benediction 
 
As our new week begins, may we recognize the difference between being a Christ follower and 
Christian religious traditions, and the importance of honoring the sacredness of difference in our 
friendships and learning from people of other faith traditions.  
 
Go in Peace. Amen. 
 
 
 


